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Abstract This research focused on the development of
scientific contributions in the field of network
computer, where the results of this research is solutions
for developers or practitioner in determining the model
topology and routing configuration protocols to suit the
needs of the application for big data. Term goals this
research such as sustainable road map that are able to
produce robustness and reliability networks for
application of big data. The methods that Researchers
use on this research is PPDIOO (Prepare, plan, design,
implementation, operate, and optimize). Researchers
limiting stages the use of the methods of development of
the network until the stage of the design with the results
in the form of the simulation and design of network
topology, especially on a business organization or
government.
Keywords

applications, both in terms of the selection of routing
protocol type that has type static or dynamic.
Supported by the traffic in the form of
designing Server Clusters can handle the expected
traffic through the allocation of data segmentation.
A method that Researchers use in this research
is network development PPDIOO (Prepare, plan,
design, implementation, operate, & optimize). The
researchers limited the use of methods of network
development phases to the design stage with the
results in the form of simulation and network
topology design with type Multi-tiered Model, which
is devoted to the medium scale network in an
organization business or government.

multitier; server cluster, big data.

II. CURRENT RESULTS

I. INTRODUCTION
The process of handling big data starting from the
process of capturing data generated at the time from
the source
, and can be analyzed and be valuable information for
a decisive decision, either in a business or
Government Organization. Current research results
based on data posited an average traffic data using
the addressing protocol with IP Address will exceed
the size of a zettabyte (1000 exabytes) by the end of
the year 2016, and will reach 2 zettabytes per year in
2019 [1].
Based on that information, if an organization does
not yet have a standard guidelines in preparing for an
era of big data, it is certain the process and
distributing data in a network will
experience
problems such as latency and packet loss, which
ultimately cause harm to an organization. Based on
the problems and phenomena are extremely required
network performance that has the durability and
reliability that is ideal, in order to process traffic data
access in that the eksponesial always in the condition
of prime time and up , so that's the focus of the
research then this is how to generate the solution
architecture and configuration of network protocols,
routing selection to suit the needs of the big data

Big data brings new traffic and performance
related challenges and calls for a deep revisit of the
routing protocols that were used for performance
evaluation and traffic engineering. Dynamic routing
protocols are needed to investigate big data
characteristics in terms of 3V (volume, velocity, and
variety) and their impact on network performance,
new solutions have to be designed to efficiently and
securely manage information, new techniques are
needed to support all phases of network planning,
design and optimization. Each year, various new
devices in different form factors with increased
capabilities and intelligence are introduced and
adopted in the market. A growing number of
applications, such as smart meters, video
surveillance, healthcare monitoring, transportation,
and package or asset tracking, also are causing
connection growth. Preparedness routing protocols
that supports low overhead updated of routing tables
is very crucial for the holistic network.
The growth of mobile-based devices and media
on IP traffic becomes an inevitable requirement. This
study aims to produce a holistic network for
businesses in terms of design architecture and
routing protocols, including eventually find out why
adaptation to changes in network technology has
become so difficult to apply, whether due to
constraints on convergence time, or whether because
of discrepancies in the existing complex topologies.
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Results rather than the lower administrative
distances like EIGRP summary route and that the
new model for design architecture and routing
protocols will be the answer for businesses in
addressing the needs and challenges of the era of big
data in the future.
The measurement of the value of the cost at
the network before using Etherchannel and Routing
Protocols to look at some existing nodes on the
network, author did a simulations of some sample
measurement results and getting the value of Path
Cost parameters for exactly on big data application,
such as Hadoop or Server Cluster.
As for the
summary than some sample measurement values for
cost spanning tree protocol simulation in network
and is having an average value of Path cost of = 19,
with a Link speed of 100 Mb/s are as follows:

Fig. 4. Comparing Convergence Model
TABLE V.

TABLE I.

Fig. 5. Results of Rate Value on Server Cluster
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